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Parametrization of the velocity-model update
m0i (x) ... initial velocity model for linearization, x is the spatial position,
subscript i index material parameters.
∆mi (x) ... velocity-model update.
gα (x) ... real-valued structural Gabor functions indexed by subscript α .
P
∆mi (x) = α miα gα (x) ... real-valued velocity-model perturbation.
m ... vector of real-valued coefficients miα .
P
i,α miα uiα ... corresponding real-valued wave field scattered by ∆mi (x).
Selection of structural Gabor functions gα (x) represents the first step of
the linearized inversion.
The list of structural Gabor functions gα (x) serves as an input for
subsequent steps of the inversion.
Refer to Klimeš (2008c) for a simple example of the code generating
structural Gabor functions.

Decomposition of a given structural perturbation
∆mi (x) ... perturbation of selected material parameter i.
R
∆m̃ ... vector of the scalar products ∆m̃iα = dx gα (x) ∆mi (x) of the
structural perturbation ∆mi (x) with the structural Gabor functions.
B̃ ...R singular positive-semidefinite matrix of the scalar products B̃αβ =
dx gα (x)gβ (x) of the structural Gabor functions (Klimeš, 2008b).
B̃ δ m̃ = ∆m̃ ill-conditioned linear system of equations for vector δ m̃.
Generalized inversion.
We choose the solution with minimum squared l2 norm |δ m̃|2 (Daubechies,
1992, proposition 3.2.4). Minimization of the squared norm means that
vector δ m̃ does not contain vectors from the null space of matrix B̃.
P
δmi (x) = α δ m̃α gα (x) ... projection of a given structural perturbation
onto the structural Gabor functions.
If we restrict the summation to the structural Gabor functions influencing
the recorded seismograms only, we observe the sensitivity of seismic waves
to the structural perturbation (Klimeš, 2021).

Example of the decomposition

Velocity difference ∆m(x) between the Marmousi structure and the
velocity model (Versteeg & Grau, 1991; Klimeš, 2000).

Projection δm(x) of the velocity difference onto the structural Gabor
functions.

Example of the null space

Velocity difference ∆m(x) between the Marmousi structure and the
velocity model.

Projection of the velocity difference onto the null space of matrix B̃.

Data for wave-field inversion
sI ... components of the seismograms recorded at all receivers for all
sources. This huge amount of data is indexed here by I .
s0I ... seismograms calculated in initial velocity model m0i (x) with the
best accuracy available.
∆s ... vector of seismogram differences ∆sI = sI − s0I . Used in the next
step of inversion.
T ... covariance matrix of the recorded seismograms. We may expect that
it has a simple form and can be inverted analytically. Covariance
matrix T is often represented by a multiple of the unit matrix.
T−1 is used in the next step of inversion.

Forward sensitivity problem
uI(iα) ... seismograms corresponding to approximate wave field uiα
scattered by the perturbation of material parameter mi (x) in the
form of Gabor function gα (x).
u ... matrix composed of elements uI(iα) .
δs = u m ... seismogram update.
Matrix u can be calculated according to Klimeš (2012).
Calculation is laborious and requires a lot of computer code, but is
straightforward (Červený, Klimeš & Pšenčı́k, 1988; Bulant, 1999; Bulant
& Klimeš, 1999; Klimeš, 2012).
Matrix u may be too large, but we need for inversion only:
s = uT T−1 ∆s ... vector of projected seismogram differences. Input for
least-square inversion.
W = uT T−1 u ... singular positive-semidefinite matrix. Input for leastsquare inversion, and for further stochastic inversion.

Least-square inversion
(low-noise limit of the stochastic inversion)
(ub − ∆s)T T−1 (ub − ∆s) ... objective function.
Wb = s ... ill-conditioned linear system of equations for vector b.
Generalized inversion.
We choose the solution with minimum squared l2 norm |b|2 . Minimization of the squared norm means that vector b does not contain vectors
from the null space of matrix W.
m = b ... least-square solution. Input for stochastic inversion.

Stochastic inversion (regularization of inversion)
Cij (x1 , x2 ) = h∆mi (x1 ) ∆mj (x2 )i ... a priori model covariance function.
Reasonable selection: power-law covariance function of a self-affine
random medium (Tarantola, 1987; Klimeš, 2002a; 2002b).
The objective function is the spatial integral of the a posteriori model
variance function.
C ... a priori geometrical covariance Rmatrix
R of the structural Gabor functions with elements C(iα)(jβ) = dx1 dx2 Cij (x1 , x2 ) gα (x1 ) gβ (x2 ).
Not coded yet.
B̃−1 ... generalized inverse matrix to singular positive-semidefinite matrix
B̃ of the scalar products of the structural Gabor functions. It has
−1
. Its calculation may represent a numerical problem.
elements B̃αβ
−1
−1
= δij Bαβ
B−1 ... matrix with elements B(iα)(jβ)
.

(B−1 CB−1 W+1) a = b ... regular linear system of equations for vector a.
m = b − a ... stochastic solution.
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